Post-TED (Form 2450) Editable in FormsNet3

CIBMTR is pleased to announce that as of the April 26th release of FormsNet3, revision 2 of the Post-TED (Form 2450) will be electronically editable. Changes to this version of the form will no longer require paper error corrections and can be made directly in FormsNet3. We anticipate being able to convert additional older revisions to FormsNet-editable versions with future FormsNet releases. As each form becomes available for editing in FormsNet3, we will notify the network using the CIBMTR Data Matters Newsletter.

The Center Forms Due feature in FormsNet can be used to search for any incomplete forms that are waiting for action from your center.

Under the Recipient Tab, (1) Center Forms Due is listed to the far right of the menu bar. You may choose specific forms in the (2) Forms box on the bottom left. In the icons next to the Status Codes (top right box), if you click (3) the exclamation point icon, that will select all form status' that require center input (DUE, SVD, ERR, MOD, QRY). If you then unselect all, and check only (4) DUE and then click Search, you will be presented with a list of all incomplete forms for your center. This method will also search for any forms with data clean-up queries placed by CRCs when you unselect all, scroll down, click on QRY, then Search.

Sincerely,
CIBMTR Data Operations